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OBJECTIVE Of STUDY 

Although thermodynamic. 'I can yield only a small part of the information needed 
to determine the constitutive equation of a given material, it does provide some 
important restrictions that must be satisfied by the constitutive equation even 
if the scatter of test data does not permit discerning them clearly. 
Moreover.thermodynamics indicates which variables should in general be expect· 
ed to appear in the individual terms of the ..:onstitutive equations. The basic 
framework for the treatment of thermodynamics of inelastic deformation is 
presently well understood and consists in the theory of internal variables, which 
was introduced by Onsager (23) and found wide applications in continuum 
mechanics (see. e.g., 14, 15. 17, 19.20,29,30). 

Concrete creep, however, exhibits certain peculiar properties which require 
extension of the basic thermodynamic approach. One of these properties is 
the interaction of pore water with cement gel in the solid microstructure and 
the migration of water as well as components of the solids in cement gel. 
Thermodynamics of these processes has been formulated from the micromechan· 
ks point of view in Refs. (5) and (7), and from a more phenomenological point 
of view by Stouffer and Wineman (28) and by Creus and Onat (16). In this 
work.. we wilt treat the thermodynamics of concrete strictly on the continuum 
(macroscopic, level. The most important previous constributions along this line 
have been those of Pister, Willam and Argyris (1.2.3,24.25). In their pioneering 
works they were first to bring to anention the particular problems of thermody
namic potentials for aging concrete. to apply to concrete the theory of internal 
variables. and to formulate the complementary free energy liS a potential which 
depends not (lnly (In stress and temperature but also on moisture conlent. 

Another pecllliar property of concrete creep. and the most important one 
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which is manifested even at constant moisture content and temperature, is the 
phenomenon of ~. It consists of continuing solidification (or hardening) 
of cement while concrete carries the load. and is due to the slow volume growth 
of cement gel, the hydration product, into the pores, as well as to the slow 
formation of further boocb within the microstructure. 

It appears that continuum thennodylWDics of an aging (or solidifyipg) visco
elastic: material has not yet beco properly formulated. This is chosen as the 
primary objec:cive of the stlldy which follows. 

Our attention wiU be restricted to aging creep whic:h obeys the principle of 
superposition, a simplifyinl: hypothesis tbat is ac:<:eptable for the scrvic:e stress 
levels. For Ihe sake of simplicity. the moisture and thermal effects will be 
lefl out. We will. however. also consider the opposite case of melting (or 
desoiidifying, disintegrating) materials. in which • chemical process reduces 
material stiffness and increases porosity while the material is loaded. as exempli
fied by dehydration of concrete al high temperalures. 

THERMODYNAMIC RUTIIICT10NI 011 AGING RHEOLDGIC Moons 

To be able to formulate thermodynamic restrictions, the constitutive equation 
must be teduc:ed to a system of first-otder differential equations (such as Eqs, 
4 and S). tbe structure of which may be visualiud by means of • rheologic: 
model. A1thouch the viscoelastic: behavior is no doubt more complex than a 
spring-dashpot model candepic:t. it is generally accepted that the material behavior 
includes all that such a model can describe. On the other band. eJtperience 
in filCiQJlest data reveals lhat III essential nonqillllincar visc:oclastic behavior 
can be described with nmeien! Iccurac:y by I rbeol0sic model consistin& of 
springs and dashpots. This clas6ic:a1 result of viscoelasticity (26) serves IS the 
main justification (or tbe usc of these models. With (;CItain important reservations, 
a similar result applies for aging creep of concrete. as is suggested by the 
rec:ent development of algorithms for identifyi.q a sp~-dashpot model chat 
closely approximates a given creep func:tioo (7.8,9). 

As an obvious consequence of tbe second law of thermodynamics (22). the 
uniaxial spri~ moduli, E ... and duhpot viscosities, 1).. (j.I. .. I. 2. . .. , n) must 
be non-neptive. i.e. 

E,.:!:O; "II,.C:O •.••••••••••••. , .• , ••.••••.• , ••• (1) 

in whic:b p. denotes the number oftbe: spriDg ordashpot. (For tbe three-ditDeasionai 
behavior. an lDaiolollS coadition is that the associated matrices of elastic moduli. 
E ... and viscosities, H,., be positive defmite or semideflDite.) We will now 
show thac funher thermodynamic: restrictions must be satisfied if the mAterial 
is~. 

The qiDg is manifested by the time dependenc:e of the sprin& moduli, E .. (r). 
i.e., the material properties vary in time. However, thennod)'lWRics CIIlIIOt 
be focm.ulated for time-variable substaac:es; it can deal oaly with i<!entif" .. ble 
filled substances that do not change. When a varyiDg Ihenllodynamic system 
is treated. one must decompose the material into time-invariant components 
and treat the time variation as ~es in the composition of the system, as 
is routinely done in chemical thermodynamics. In this spirit. it " nec:essary 
to set for the p.th spring: 
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E.,.(t) = EOv .. (t) ............................ (2) 

in which EO = some intrinsic time-constant modulus; while v .. (t) is the growing 
specific volume of the substance characterized by EO and plays a role analogous 
to concentration in chemical thermodynamics. For the earlier stages of hydration, 
the volume v,,(t) can be imagined roughly as that of cement gel, slowly growing 
into the pores. At later stages of hydration, the increase in the actual volume 
of cement gel is negligible, yet the increase of the spring moduli for modeling 
creep is still significant. This can only be explained by formation of new bonds 
(perhaps silicate polymerization) within the microstructure, which lends to the 
new elements of solids already formed but still load-free the capability to 
participate in carrying the load. Volumes vI'- (t) may then be more generally 
regarded as the effective volumes of those solids which carry the load. 

The stress-strain relation modeled by a spring of variable E .. can be basically 
written in two different forms: s = E .. (t) e or s = E .. (t) e, in which sand 
e are the stress and strain in the (.Lth spring and superimposed dots denote 

d "-
~ ~ I~ 'i ~ " ~ ~ 7 '\: ~ 
~ 

~ ~ 0: ~ ~ ~ ~ "-
Ij '\: " " ':< "-

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -i ~ ~ ~, ;t h 
~ ~ ~ ~ ::::: ~ ~ ~ " /, " ~ " ~ 1 -'/. 0- ij :% ~ "- " .LL...; '-'-

Not yet 

t . ) t bonded 

(0) Volume growth (6) Bond'ng 

FIG. 1.-Idealized Model of Volume Growth and Microstructural Bonding of Loaded 
Element 

partial derivatives with respect to time, I. Which of these forms is the proper 
one? This can be answered by considering a microstructural model of the growth 
of E,,(t), which is shown in Fig. I where a layer of volume dv" precipitates 
during time dt and is added to the existing load-carrying solid, or a layer dv .. 
of loose solid gets bonded during time dl to the existing solid. In either case, 
layer dv .. must be in a stress-free state at the time it is deposited and added 
to the existing load-carrying solid. If the strain changes by dE during the same 
time, the stress change then is ds = EO v .. (I) de + 0, which yields s = E .. (t) 
i, as shown before (4,5,9,11). 

It is instructive to consider also the case of decreasing E (I), which occurs 
in concrete heated beyond 1200 C, due to dehydration of ceme;t gel. The decrease 
of E" must be caused by the decrease in volume v" of the load-carrying fraction 
of solids. Assuming that stress s is distributed uniformly over all solids, the 
decrease of stress due to the removal of volume dv is - s I dv II v or s dv 1 v o .... ....... ..... J.L' 

and so ds = E v .. (t) de + s dv .. /v .. , which yields EO de = (dslv .. ) - s dv .. lv! 
= d(s/v,,.} and, by integration, s = EOv .. (t) e or s = E .. (t) e. which is the 
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second possible relation for an elastic spring. 
Alternatively, we may obtain these results by considering the rate of chemical 

dissipation Dc. of strain energy due to adding or removing layer dv . If s = 
E ... (I) e, the internal energy in the spring is U = S2 12 E (I), and by diff~~entiation 
its rate of change is obtained as U = ss / E ... - S2 E ,. /2 E ~ which may be written 
as 

U= W+ D, .• ; 
. ss w=_· 

E .... 

Here .W is the rate of mechanical work. at constant v,., and the remaining energy 
rate Dc> must, therefore, represent dissipation. This dissipation is of chemical 
nature because it is due to the change of v.(t). Since the relation s = E (t)e 
implies t~e volum~ dv,. to be under the same stress s as volume v .... we "may 
also obtal~ dDr • directly as dDr • = - U dv,.lv" in which U = s2/2E, •. 

AccordlOg to the second law of thermodynamics all dissipation rates must 
be non-negative. Thus, not only the viscous dissipation rate (a 2 /TJ • ) but also 
the ~hemical dissipation ~ate D,. must be non-negative. In view of Eq. 4 this 
requires that v,. :S 0 or E" :S 0 if s = E,,(t)e. Thus, the relation s = E (t)e 
is the only possibility if v" ~ 0 or E" ~ o. ,. 

With regard to the chemical dissipation it is instructive to consider, as an 
example, an experiment with two compressed steel springs in which the same 
energy is stored. One spring is unloaded, and in the process its energy is recovered 
as work. The other spring, while compressed, is submerged into a sulfuric acid 
where it dissolves and thus the energy of the spring is lost. Where did this 
energy go? It gets dissipated as heat. i.e .. the sulfuric acid in which a compressed 
spring is dissolved must get warmer than that in which an identical stress-free 
spring is dissolved. The dissipation Dc. in Eq. 3, if nonzero. must also take 
place in the form of heat. 

As a consequence of the foregoing arguments. we have 

For t .. ~ 0: s = E,.(t)e (solidifying) 

For EO':;; 0: s = E,.(t)e(melling) .. 

(4a) 

(4b) 

Although Eq. 4a was stated in 1966 (4). Eq. 4b has been repeatedly used for 
hardening concrete, which is incorrect. 

Eqs. 40, b serve as the foundation of all the subsequent analysis. From the 
foregoing arguments it seems that Eqs. 4a, b are not just a hypothesis. but 
actually follow from the basic laws of thermodynamics. These arguments, 
however, did involve some simplifications, namely the uniaxial model in Fig. 
I. and it remains to be seen whether perhaps more complicated equations are 
required for a three-dimensional microstructure. But one thing is clear: Eq. 
4b cannot apply for aging concrete, Eq. 4a cannot apply for hydrating concrete. 
and the same equation cannot apply for both. 

Regarding the stress-strain relations for an aging dash pot. we will assume 
that they may be wriuen for increasing as well as decreasing v .. in the form 

s=TJ .. (l)e; 11,,(1)=11°",,(/) ........................ (5) 

in which TJo = constant intrinsic viscosity. This corresponds to the assumption 
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that the layer dv" which is being added or removed from the existing solids 
(Fig. I) poses the same resistance to the deformation rate, i.e., develops the 
same viscous stress, s. Then, indeed, ds = 11UV,. de + s dv,./v,. which yields 
1,odE = ds/v,. - s dv .. /v~ =: d(s/" .. ) and the integration provides lJ"io = s/",. 
(Eq. 5) whether dv,. ~ 0 or d",. < O. (If the foregoing assumptions were not 
true we could have ds = lJ U v,. de or i = 11,. e for the aging dash pot. ) 

The inequalities in Eqs. 4a, b along with those in Eq. I represent all 
thermodynamic restrictions on linear aging creep. 

THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIALS fOR SOUDlfYlNG MATERIAL 

The isothermal Helmholtz free energy (18) per unit volume of a material 
(in small strain) is 

F= ~iTTdE .............••.......•........... (6) 

in which the integration is carried out at COnstant temperature; a, and E are 
(6 x I) column matrices formed of the components of the stress and strain 
tensors (J i " Eil in cartesian coordinates x,(i = 1,2,3); and superscript Tdenotes 
the transpose. The isothermal complementary free energy per unit volume is 
defined as 

n = a'E - f' = i E'" dO' ............................ (7) 

Note that n = -G in which G = Gibbs' free energy (18). 
Let us now consider an aging (solidifying) viscoelastic material whose viscous 

energy dissipation is characterized by a system of internal variables <1 .. (IL = 
I, 2, ... , n), which may be regarded as "hidden stresses" (14, IS). The Helmholtz 
free energy that is produced by the inelastic deformation (per unit volume) 
is 

.. I' F(t)=L u,.(T)d«T) .......................... (8) 
,._1 () 

in which < are the inelastic strains associated with <1 ~ . 
Since (1,. are introduced to characterize energy dissipation, the viscous energy 

dissipation rate may be expressed (in accordance with Onsager relations) as 

iJ = L a F <1
" 
~ 0 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (9) 

Il dO.,. 

which must be non-negative (according to the second law of thermodynamics) 
for any possible set of o,.-values. The expressions for of/ilu,. must be such 
that this condition be satisfied. 

For example, we could have such iJ FI iJ<1 .. that Dbe a positive definite quadratic 
form, e.g., ilF/ilu. = a(<1, - 2(12), aF/iJ<1 2 = 2a<12 (in which n = 2, a = 
positive function of I), which gives iJ = a(n2 - 2<1.<1 2 + 2u;). This can, 
however, be rewritten as Jj = a(a, - (12)1 + aa;, and since the internal 
variables may be chosen in any of various equivalent ways, we can rename 
(', - a 1 as ". and then we get D = a<1~ + acr;. In general, by a suitable 
linear substitution we can always bring a positive definite quadratic form for 
[j to the normal form Ii = a(J~ + bcr ~ + C(J ~ + ... , in which case we say 
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that <1., <12' ... are the normal coordinates. Further we should note that b 
could also be a polynomial of higher order, still being positive for any <1 
e.g., iJFjaf!,. = (I + Q<1! + b<1: + ... ) <1,./TI .. in which a, b, 11,. are functio~; 
of t; or aF/a<1 ... could be a polynomial expansion of function (e". - l)/TI .... 
For sufficiently small stresses, however, the higher order terms may always 
be neglected, and this is in fact necessary if we restrict ourselves to linear 
viscoelasticity. Therefore, it is no infringement on generality if we assume the 
derivatives a F / a <1 ... to be linear functions of <1,.. So, we have 

iJF <1,. 
- = -- (fL = 1,2, ... n) ....................... (10) 
iJ<1,. TI ... (t) 

in which 11,. are positive functions of t, which may be called the viscosities. 
We will now introduce a postulate which, as we will see later, is tantamount 

to assuming a certain spring-dashpot arrangement in the rheologic model. 
Postulate A.-The inelastic strains associated with iT ... may be expressed as 

< = E - e,. (fL = 1,2, ... , n) ........................ (11) 

in which e,. = elastic strains associated with <1,. . 

~., f ., ., ¢ cr~1 ~ .. Ef"' ___ y 
(a) (b) (e) (d) 

AG. 2.-Rh.ologic Mod.,s: (., Mnw.n Chain; Ib) K.lvin Chain; Ie) Standard Solid; 
(d) Burg .... Model 

Let us now determine the constitutive relation which follows from this postulate. 
According to Eq. 4a for a solidifying material, de", = d<1,./ E .. (I) in which 
E,. (I) are the age-dependent elastic moduli associated with <1,.. The chemical 
dissipation inequality, or Eq. 4a, requires that E,. ~ O. Noting that dE: = 
dE - de,. we obtain from Eq. 8 the thermodynamic potential 

F(t) = L (' <1,.(T)[dE(T)- dO ... (T)] .. ........ '" ...... (12) ,. J 0 E,.(T) 

From Eq. 6 it follows that 

aF(t) .. 
<1(/) = -- = L <1,.(/) .....•.....•.•......•..... (13) 

iJE(I) .. _, 

According to Eq. 12, F = l:", <1,.(~ - a ... /E ... ), and so iJF/iJo ... = Eo - a ... /E",. 
Thus, Eq. II yields 
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• 0-", uJI. 
e=---+---

E ... (I) 1)1'(1) 
(14) 

These are the uniaxial evolution equations for the internal variables. It is readily 
recognized that Eqs. 13 and 14 may be visualized by means of the Maxwell 
chain model which has spring moduli EO' and dashpot viscosities 1) .. [Fig. 2(a»). 
If we choose lJ. -+ 00. the last Maxwell unit of the chain (Ji. = n) rePresents 
an aging spring. 

The multiaxial generalization of Eqs. 9, 10, 12, 13, and 14 is obvious: 

(
at )T D=2 -- o,,~o ......................... . 

" a 0 .. 

(ISa) 

at 
-a - = D,,(I) 0.. ..•......•...........••....... (ISb) 

D .. 

F(I) = :L r I u~(T)[dE(T) - C ... (T) dO .. (T») ................ (16) 
.. j 0 

a F(I) 
0(/) = -- = :L 0 ... (/) 

aE(t) .. 
(l7a) 

E = C ... (t) 0- ... + D ... (/) 0" ........•................. (17b) 

in which E, 0, 0 ... = (6 X I) column matrices formed of the components of 
tensors E/J • <Tij • 0 ... , corresponding to E, <T. and <T ... ; C ... (/) and D .. (I) = (6 
x 6) matrices of el~stic flexibility coefficients and viscous rate coefficients 
at age I. From the relation aF/ao ... (which fonows from Eq. 16) and from 
Eq. ISh. it follows that 

a2 F(t) a2 t(/) 
C .. (t) = D .. (I) = .................. (18) 

ao .. aufL a a .. a a ... 

which indicates that matrices C .. and D .. must be symmetric. and matrix C ... 
must further be positive defmite so as to assure positiveness of F. 

The constitutive relation modeled by Kelvin chain may be obtained by 
considering the internal variables as "hidden strains" E .. (J.L = 1,2, ... , n) rather 
than hidden stresses. It is then more suitable to deal with the complementary 
free energy II rather than the Helmholtz free energy. The complementary free 
energy which is produced by the inelastic processes (per unit volume) is 

• ~ I 
n(/) = :L E .. (T) da:(T) ............... . 

JA.-I 0 

. (19) 

in which <T: are the inelastic stresses associated with E" . 

The viscous energy dissipation rate may then be expressed as 

D = :L a II E .. 2: 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (20) 
... (IE .. 

which must be non-negative for any possible choice of E ... By arguments similar 
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to those which led to Eq. 10, we may again conclude that it is no infringement 
on generality if we set 

cln 
--=1)"(I)E,, (fJ.=1,2, ... ,n) 
cleO' 

.................. (21) 

in which lJ" are non-negative viscosities. 
We will now again introduce a postulate. which we will later see to be tantamount 

to assuming a certain spring-dashpot arrangement. 
Postulate B.-The inelastic stresses associated with E" may be expressed as 

u;: = u - s,' (11 = 1,2, ... , n) ........................ (22) 

in which s,' = elastic stresses associated with E". 
The constitutive relation follows from this postulate. According to Eq. 4a, 

for a solidifying material we have ds" = E" (I) dE", in which E" (I) are the 
age-dependent elastic moduli associated with u ... and the chemical dissipation 
inequality, Eq. 4a, requires that E,. 2: O. Noting that du: = du - ds,. we 
obtain from Eq. 19 the thermodynamic potential 

n(/) = 2 r I E~(T)\dlT(T) - E,.(T)dE,,(T» 
~ j n 

.............. (23) 

From Eq. 7 it follows that 

an(l) • 
E(/) = -- = 2 E,,(I) .......................... (24) 

au(,) ,,-I 

However, the differentiation with respect to E .. (I). indicated by Eq. 21, cannot 
be implemented in Eq. 23 directly. Rather, we must first calculate n = ~ 

" E,(o- - E"E,,), from which we obtain an/dE .. = iT - E"E", while from Eq. 
2i we have atl/ aE" = (lJ" E .. )· . Thus 

(J.L= 1,2, ... ,n) . .... , ......... (25) 

These are the uniaxial evolution equations for the internal variables (6). 
It is readily noticed that Eqs. 24 and 25 may be visualized by means of 

the Kelvin chain model having spring moduli E .. and dashpot viscosities 11 .. 
(Fig. 2(b». Choosing lJ 1-+ 0, the first Kelvin unit of the chain (11 = I) represents 
an aging spring. It should be noted that Eqs. 25 are of second order, while 
the analogous equations for Maxwell chain (Eq. 14) are of first order. 

The multiaxial generalization of Eqs. 20, 21, 23, 24, and 25 is: 

(
an)1' an iJ = "'\:" -- E > O' -- = H (t)E L.J 'l - t .' It 

.. (IE" (IE" 

•.... (26) 

n(l) = :L r r E~ (T)(dO'(T) - E" (T) dE" (T») .........•.•.... (27) 
p. In 

an(l) 
E(I)=--=LE,,(I); ir=E,,(I)E,,+(H .. (I)E,,) ......... (28) 

ao(l) ... 
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in which 1':,'(1). tI,. (I) = (6 X 6) matrices of elastic moduli and viscosities 
associated with f. at age I. From the relation an/aE,. == ~E"E. (which results 
from Eq. 27 and from Eq. 21), it follows that 

a2 n a2 n 
I': = ; H,,=---
"dE.aE" OE"dE" 

.................. (29) 

This indicates that matrices E" and H" must be symmetric and that matrix 
E" must further be positive definite so as to assure positiveness of n. 

Other thermodynamic potentials, corresponding to other rheologic models, 
could be formulated similarly. 

THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIALS fOR MelTING MATERIAL 

The basic postulates, including Eqs. 6-7, 9-11, and 20-22, are applicable 
to both solidifying and melting materials. By using a similar procedure as before, 

. the Helmholtz free energy for a Maxwell chain model of a melting (or desolidifying, 
dissolving, disintegrating) material can be obtained in the form: 

~ [ a,,(1) ] F(I) = LJ a .. (t) E(/) - ---
,. 2E,,(/) 

................. (30) 

rather than.Eq. 12. Indeed, derivative (T = aF/iH rields again cr = l:cr" (Eq. 
13), and iJF/o<r" = d(iJF/iJa .. )/dl = (E - ",.I E,.) • which must equala,./lJ,. 
(by Eq. 10) and thus yields 

E == (~) + ~ (IL = 1,2, ... , n) 
E. '1" 

(31) 

These are recognized to be the evolution equations for the stresses a in the 
units of a Maxwell chain whose springs obey Eq. 4b for a melting ~aterial. 
It is of interest to observe that 

- J I dE .. (T) 
Fmch - Fwt = W - U,,(T)--- .................... (32) 

o ~M . 
in which IV = S tda = complementary work of strain; U,.(t) = o~/2E .. (t); 
and F,"'II and F .... I are the Helmholtz free energies for a melting material (Eq. 
30) and a solidifying material (Eq. 12), respectively. 

The complementary free energy for a Kelvin chain model of a melting material 
caa be obtained in the form 

n(/) = ~ [ crell E,.(t) - ~ ~ E,.(T) E,.(T) dE .. (T)] ............. (33) 

instead of Eq. 23. Indeed, the derivative f = ilnjiJa yields again E = 1: E" 

(Eq. 24), and an/iJE" = 0 - E"E", which must equalll"i,. (by Eq. 2l) and 
thus it yields 

IT = E,,(I) f" + 11,.(/) i .. (JL = 1,2, .... n) .............. ' ... (34) 

These are recognized to be the evolution equations for the hidden strains f 

in the units of a Kelvin chain whose springs obey Eq. 4b for a melting materiai'. 
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It is interesting to note that 

I1mCk - I1SOI = 1: aCT) dE(T) = W . ..................... (35) 

in which W = work of stress; and n mclt and IIsoi are the complementary free 
energies for a melting material (Eq. 33) and a solidifying material (Eq. 23), 
respectively. This difference is rather significant. 

The three-dimensional generalization of Eqs. 30-35 is obvious and similar 
to that made before. 

EXAMINAnON OF SOME PREVIOUS FORMULAnONS 

It is interesting to put our analysis of various models into the context of 
previous work. In case of constant humidity and temperature the thermodynamic 
potential used by Argyris, et al. (see Eq. 2.6 in Ref. 2) is equivalent to 

2"( 1)"( I ) I1=~+ L A .. q .. a--D .. q! = L E ... <r--E"E! ...... (36) 
2E .. -2 2 ,,_I 2 

in which q .. = E ... ; a = JL; A .. ... I; Do = E,,; lJl = 0; EI = E; EI = ale; 
and their evolution equations for E" (Eqs. 2.8, 2.10 of Ref. 2) read G '" q '" + 
D",q .. = A",a which is equivalent to lJ .. £" + E"E .. = a. This last equation 
is of the same form as Eq. 34 for a melting material (dehydrating concrete), 
and Eq. 36 is identical to the special case of Eq. 33 for a melting material. 
On the other hand, the differential equation for E... in a solidifying material 
(Eq. 36) is of second order, and the special case for E ... = 0 of Eq. 23 for 
a solidifying material is: 

n = i (r E,. da - ~ E,. E!) ....................... (37) 
... _1 j 2 

which differs from Eq. 36. 
Consequently. the use of the formulation from Ref. 2 for aging concrete 

is questionable although tbe formulation would be applicable, in general, for 
dehydrating concrete (above 1200 C). If one would apply this formulation to 
aging concrete, the dissipation inequality for chemical dissipation of elastic strain 
energy would be violated (Le .• DcA < 0 in Eq. 3). This would also imply that 
at the instant it is formed. an element of cement gel would immediately carry 
the same stress as the previously formed cement gel, i.e., the molecules forming 
this element would precipitate at other tban equilibrium distances, which is 
inconceivable. 

It has been customary in thermodynamics of nonaging dissipative materials 
to introduce a free energy expression that is an algebraic quadratic form in 
stress or strain, and in the internal variables such as a" or E ... Eqs. 36 and 
30 are of this type. but the thermodynamic potentials for solidifying materials 
are DOt. From the preceding analysis it is clear that for an aging solidifying 
material the choice of an algebraic quadratic form is inadmissible. which is 
a rather interesting result. The pOtential must instead be considered as a 
time-integral in which the integrand may consist of differentials of quadratic 
terms with age-dependent coefficients. 
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As another point of view, we may consider the so-called "impulse" fonnulation 
of creep (9): 

E(t)=--+ L(/,I')a(/')dl' .................... (38) 
a(t) ~ , 
E(t) 0 

in which L(/,I') = -aJ(/,t')/iU'; J(/,I') = creep function = strain at time 
I caused by a unit constant stress acting since time t'; L(t,I') = memory 
function = strain at time t caused by a unit stress impulse (a61, Dirac function) 
at time t'. For the purpose of numerical computer analysis, the Dirichlet series 
expansion 

• 1 
( 
,~ -«-I')lT L t, I ) = £.J --,- e ~ .............. . 

.. _I 11 .. (1 ) 
... , .... (39) 

has been used (2). Substituting this into Eq. 38, we obtain 

E(/) = ~ E (I)' E (I) == -- e ~ dl .. ,' )
' a{t ') -c,-" )/. , 

~ .. '" 0 11,,(1') 
.....•.. (40) 

By differentiating, one can readily verify that E" (I) satisfies the differential 
equation in Eq. 34, and so Eq. 40 represents the solution of Eq. 34. This 
equation has been shown to be inadmissible for a solidifying material, and by 
consequence the exponential (Dirichlet) series approximation of the memory 
function is inapplicable to aging concrete. It only applies to a melting material, 
i.e., dehydrating concrete above 1200 C. 

As a more general, nonlinear, fonnulation it has been recently proposed (3,25) 
for aging concrete to decompose the strain rate as E = e + EI where e = 
a / E(/) = elastic strain rate, and introduce a first-order differential evolution 
equation for the inelastic strain rate: 

EI=f(u,E"/) ....... , .....•.........•........ (41) 

Let us now examine the behavior in the vicinity of some chosen state a o, 
E , at time I. Function f must be continuous and differentiable, and so Eq. 
41

0 
may be approximated by E = A (I) a - B(/) E 1 + C(t) in which A (I) = 

a//au, B(t) = -af/iJE" both evaluated at a o and E 1o ' and C(/) = B(/) Elo 

- A(t) 0"0' Since A(t) must be nonzero, we may divide this equation by A(t) 
and get 

a=EI(/)E I +11I(/)E , +ae (/) ••••••.•••••••••••••••• (42) 

where the notations E .(/) = B(t)/ A (/).111 (I) = 1/ A (I), and a e(l) == C(t)/ A (I) 
have been introduced. This equation may be rewritten as 

a = a. + u. + u c(t) .. 

in which a. = 11,(/) E 1 

a.=EI(/)E, ..... . 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

Let us now pretend we do not know the physical meaning of these equations 
and try to deduce it. Since E I is a strain (partial strain or inelastic strain), 
and not a strain rate or some other quantity. and since E, must have a dimension 
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of stress, as we figure out from the dimensions of ilf/illT and af/ilE" we 
see that a., has a dimension of stress. Similarly, from ilf/ ilu we conclude that 
1],(1) has the dimension of viscosity. Thus. CT,. has a dimension of stress. and 
so does CT ••• as is required if Eq. 43 should be dimensionally correct. Consequently. 
without having to decide whether the assumed Eq. 31 corresponds to Kelvin. 
Maxwell or some other model (in fact it corresponds to Kelvin chain. but we 
do not need to observe this yet). we must now conclude that Eq. 45 cannot 
represent anything else but an elasticity relation between some partial (or internal) 
stress a. and strain E,. And we see that this relation signals trouble: it is of 
a fonn of Eq. 4b which is admissible only for a melting (desolidifying) material. 

It is interesting to express the chemical dissipation of elastic energy in terms 
of function f alone. Using Eq. 3, expressing £,(1) and (T, in terms of f. (T. 

and E" and assuming that CT and E, are very close to a 0 and E I,,' we obtain 

• (T~ E, (I) a! d [ I ] 
Drh =-2E , lt) E,lt) =2dl E,(;) 

== + (a -'11 E, - a,.)2 :. (~~::) = VI; [ G~)( -::: )1 ] .... (46) 

in which V, = ~ (2a of + E, ilf _ E 1)2 (ilf )-2 .. , ........ (47) 
2 au ilE, ou 

Obviously. the dissipation rate iJ" h must be non-negative. and because V, > 
O. tbis condition requires functionf to be such that always 

d [ I ] d [(')f)( Of)'] 
dl E, (I) = dt aa -~ ~ 0 , .... , .. (48) 

ill o2( ilf a 2f 
or ----2; -----. 

oa iJlilE, ilE I illilu 
, ............. , ... (49) 

As expected. we thus find that E, may not increase, i.e., the material must 
be either nonaging or melting (desolidifying). Therefore, Eq, 41 could be applied 
to concrete above 1200 C but it cannot be applied to aging concrete (below 
1200 C). Eq. 46 allows evaluating the severity of the error, by giving the magnitude 
of the negative chemical dissipation of elastic energy in case of aging. 

As a more genera! formulation, one may wish to use E = E + :r E,. in which 
E,. = f..(U,E".1) = partial inelastic strain tales; and e = ITI E(t) as before. 
All that has been said about function f (Eqs. 42-49) can now be derived regarding 
functions f, .. and it is again found that such a formulation is inadmissible for 
aging concrete. 

By contrast. we may alternatively choose to decompose the stress as 0' = 
S + :ru,. in which .f = E,,(I) E = elastic stress rate, and introduce first-order 
differential evolution equations for the inelastic stress rates: 

iT .. = g ,. (CT, •• E, I) . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . (50) 

Near a fixed state (CT"". E,,) at time I we may approximate Eq. 50 as a" = 
-a(/) u,. + b(/) E - e(1) in which a(t) = -og,./iICT". b(/) = ilg,,/OE. and 
e(t) = b(l) En.- a(l) (T,.". Dividing by b(t) we gel 
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E. It (J " • (51 ) E ::--+ -- +Er(I) . ....................... . 
£" (I) 1) ,'<,) 

in which the notations £ .. (1) = b(t); '1,,(1) = b(I)/o(I); and Er(/) = C(I)/O(I) 

have been made. Eq. 51 may be rewritten as 

e=E.+E.+E.(1) ............................. (52) 

in which 
. CJ" 

E =-- ........................... . 
,. 11,.(1) 

(53) 

. a., 
E«,=--- . 

E,.(I) 
(54) 

Since (J is a stress (partial stress or inelastic stress). and not a stress rate 
or som; olher quantily, and since E .. (I) must have the dimension o.f stre.ss. 
we see that ~. is a strain rate. Similarly. realizing that 'TIp (/) has the dImenSion 
of viscosity. we see that~. is also a strain rate. Consequently. without appealing 
to some particular rheologic model. we conclude that Eq. 53 cannot represent 
anything but an elasticity relation. And we see that this relation. contrary to 
Eq. 45. is in a form that is proper for an aging material (and inadmissible 
for a melting material). We could further calculate b .. A • similarly to Eq. 46. 
and we would find that DrA > 0 for aging materials and brA < 0 for melting 
materials. 

We may now conclude that Eq. 50 is proper for aging materials. while Eq. 
41 is not. This result has been obtained solely on the basis of Eqs. 40, b 
and the dissipation inequality. and independently of the postulates in Eqs. II 
and 22 and without adoption of some rheologic model in the process (Eq. 41 
implies Kelvin model already). To make Eq. 41 applicable to aging concrete. 
we would have to change ilto a second-order differential evolution equation. 
as we already know from our previous consideration of Kelvin chain models. 

ARE NON MONOTONIC RECOVERY AND DIVERGENCE OF CREEP CURVES ADMlSSlILE? 

Given the principle of superposition. tbe uniaxial creep is fully defined by 
the creep function )(t.I'). Recently. Argyris. et al. (I) pointed out that some 
practically used creep functions lead to non monotonic recovery curves when 
they are predicted by the principle of superposition. Later. RUsch. et al. (27) 
criticized the double power law for J(t.1 ' ) (10) because of this property, which 
ill also shared by Branson's creep formulation adopted by American Concrete 
Institute (ACI) Committee 209. Subsequently, Nielsen (21) argued that nonmono
tonic recovery may be thermodynamically inadmissible; he noted that during 
creep recovery the elastic energy stored in the material must decrease. and 
from this he inferred that the strain must also decrease. However. in case 
of an aging material this inference is not true (13). and it appears that there 
is no known thermodynamic restriction which would rule out nonmonotonic 
recovery. i.e .• recovery curves which would reach a minimum point and reverse 
their slope to a rising strain. In fact. this has been also observed in some 
experiments. A separate study has been recently devoted to this question (13) 
but it is appropriate to analyze here the main results of this study as they 
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relate to our formulation of thermodynamic restrictions. 
First it is useful to observe that nonmonotonic recovery can occur if and 

only if (13) 

a2 J(t.t') 
---<0 ................................. (SS) 

al ai' 
This means that the creep curves for different ages at loading. ploued versus 
I or log I, begin to diverge after a certain time. This divergence is actually 
the more correct way to approach the question because predictions of creep 
recovery by the superposition principle do not agree well with experiments 
(whereas predictions for cases of nondecreasing strain agree quite well). To 
check the condition in Eq. 55, one may consider an aging standard solid [Fig. 
2(c)] , which is a special case of Maxwell chain for n = 2, Tt2 = 00, and consists 
of a Maxwell unit of modulus £ I (t) and viscosity 'TIl (I) coupled in parallel 
with spring £ 2 (I). The differential equations for this rheologic model are integrated 
in Ref. 13 and it is shown that 

I 1 £ I (I') ~' £. (T) _Ffo".'O) 
J(/,I ) == -- + -- e dT .. 0 0 ••••••• (56) 

Bet') £(/') ,0 £(T)'h(T) 

a2 
J(/.I ') = £1(1) __ 1 _ e- F(,.,') [E .(/,)2 £l(t') 

alaI' £(/)1) ,(I) £(/')2 Tt ,(t') 

+£,(I')£(I')-E,(I')£(I')]., .. o ., •••••••••••••••• (S7) 

~
' E,(T)£2(T) 

inwhich F(/,I')= dT; £(/)= £,(/)+ £1(t) 0 •••• (58) 
,0 £(T)1),(T) 

From Eq. 57 one fmds that a1 ijalat' can be either positive or negative (due 
to term £ , £) without violating any of the thermodynamic restrictions, as spelled 
out in Eqs. 1 and 40, b. 

By considering a model with three parallel Maxwell units. one can further 
show that a 2 J / a ta,' can change sign from positive to negative, and a numerical 
example of functions E ... (I) and 1I .. (t) which exhibit this property, yet satisfy 
Eqs. I and 40, b. is given in Ref. 13. (The example is: 1), = £, = I. El 
= 2 - e-O''', £3 = 5 - 4e-O

•
3
" 'TI2 = 1 + I. 1)3 = I + 0.lt1

; when the load 
is applied at 1 = 0 and is removed at 1 = 5, a recovery reversal occurs at 
1 = IS.5.) Thus, it may be concluded that the aging Maxwell chain model can 
exhibit diverging creep curves for different ages t' at loading, and that this 
divergence. as well as nonmonotonic recovery, is thermodynamically admissible. 

Interestingly, the situation is different for Kelvin chains. The creep function 
for a single aging Kelvin unit is the special case of Eq. 56 for E 1 -+ 00, and 
it is seen that in this case a2 J/atat' can never become negative. By induction, 
we conclude that this also holds for Kelvin chains in general, and that a Kelvin 
chain can never exhibit divergent creep curves as well as nonmonotonic recovery 
(13). 

The incapability of Kelvin chain to model divergent creep curves presents 
a further argument against the use of the so-called "improved Dischinger 
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formulation," which has recently been adopted for the CEB-FIP Model Code 
(1978) (cf. Ref. 10). This formulation corresponds to Burgers' rheologic model 
[Fig. 2(d)] with nonaging Kelvin unit, which is a special case of Kelvin chain 
an~ i~, therefore, also incapable of representing the aforementioned divergence. 
ThiS IS one of the reasons why this formulation cannot fit test data satisfactorily. 

Is "REVERSIBLE" AND "IRREVERSIBLE" CREEP A MEANINGFUL CoNCEPT? 

Two popular yet fuzzy terms widely encountered in the jargon of concrete 
creep are those of "reversible" and "irreversible" creep strains. Since this 
represents an attempt to split the total strain E into partial strains, it is clear 
that only the Kelvin chain model might allow such a separation, and this model 
has its innate faults already explained. Nevertheless, let us consider this model 
for a moment. 

The ~eformation of all Kelvin units with nonzero E" is fully reversible at 
t ~ 00 u: E ... = constant. If E" is variable, and a" is the stress of the ~th 
~glOg sp~, then t~e strain a .. (I) / E" (I) would be instantaneously recoverable 
if the spnng were lso~ted, y~t only !he strain S da,,(I)/ E" (t) will actually 
be recovered. So the meverslble stram in the JLth spring is i da,,(I)/ E .. (t) 
- a .. (/)/E .. = i a .. (/) d[l/E,,(t». Thus, the total irreversible strain of the 
Kelvin chain model is 

1
, ~ E .. (T) 

Eirr(/) = E,(t) ~ L 0',,('1)--2 dT .•••.............. (59) 
0 .. _2 E .. (T) 

in which E, represents the strain of the dashpot which has no parallel spring. 
~nless ~ .. = 0 for all~, i.e., no spring exhibits aging and all aging is concentrated 
10 the Isolated dashpot (E,), the irreversible strain is not a function of the 
~urrent .state b~t ~epends on the entire history of stress a(/). Therefore, the 
Irreversible stram IS not a useful property on which to build a model of creep. 

Note, however, ~hat the irreversible strain rate Eirr is, by contrast, a meaningful 
property because It depends only on the current state, being independent of 
the stress history. 

Separation of the total irreversible and reversible strains served as the basis 
for the so-called "improved Dischinger method" (now embodied in CEB-FIP 
Model Code). Although this might at fIrst seem rational it is in effect a veil 
hiding the sweeping assumption that aU aging is concentrat~ only in one dashpot 
that ~as no pa~allel spring coupled to it. Experimental results lend no support 
to this assumptIon (see Refs. 12 and 13 with further references given there). 

SOME PROPERTIES OF RELAXATION FUNCTION 

The conditions of thermodynamic admissibility of rheologic models (Eqs. I, 
40, b~ can be used to determine further interesting properties. The relaxation 
functlOn for the MaxweU chain, i.e., the stress at time I caused by a unit 
constant stress imposed since time I', is (9): 

R(/,t')=LE,..(I')e-<'-'·)/T. (£ .. ~O) ................. (60) .. 
in which T" = TI ... (/)/E,,(T), which can be chosen to be constants. In absence 
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of aging (E" = constants), we have i}
2 R/iHal' ~ 0; however, in presence 

of aging we have 

a2 
R(I,I') [£,,(/') ] I -----L T ----I - ___ e-lI -I'l/' •.......... (61) 
alai' -.. " E,,(I') E,,(I')T~ 

which can be either negative or positive. This indicates that the relaxation curves 
for different I' do not have to converge with time, i.e., they may also diverge. 
This property can be also exhibited by the aging Kelvin chain, as can be checked 
by calculating R(I,I') for a special case of Kelvin chain. 

In absence of melting, one also finds from Eq. 60 that aR/al' at I - I' = 
constant is always positive, whether the material is aging or not. This indicates 
that the relaxation curves for different I', plotted versus log (I - I'), can 
never cross each other. However, the numerical calculations of R (I, I ') from 
J(t,t') sometimes yield such crossing curves. This crossing must be due to 
numerical error, or possibly to the inability of Maxwell chain to fit the creep 
data closely, or to inapplicability of linear superposition. The latter two possibili
ties are also the only explanation if the computer yields negative R(I, I') because 
according to Eq. 60 (E ~ 0), negative R(I,I') is impossible. 

Because £" ~ 0, ~. 55 also indicates that aR/iJt' at I - I' = constant 
must always be non-negative. Furthermore, a R/ a I < 0, i.e., relaxation curves 
must always decline, and ill R/ all> 0, and so the rate of decline of relaxation 
curves must be diminishing in time, for both aging and nonaging materials (which 
may be considered as a manifestation of the fading memory principle). 

For melling materials (dehydrating concrete), the properties of the creep and 
relaxation functions are different. For example, the creep curves and the relaxation 
curves do not have to exhibit a decay of slope with time. A detailed analysis 
of the melting materials cannot be included in this study, but it is similar to 
the preceding analysis. 

WHICH RHEOLOGIC MODEL Is PROPER? 

From the foregoing analysis it appears that for aging concrete the use of 
Kelvin chain models (or strain summation models) characterized by first-order 
differential evolution equations results in a fundamentally incorrect equation 
form because the dissipation inequality is violated. The same applies to thermody
namic formulations which are based on an algebraic form of the complementary 
free energy and utilize hidden strains rather than hidden stresses as internal 
variables (2). 

The Kelvin chain models characterized by second-order differential equations 
for internal variables and the Maxwell chain models are thermodynamically 
acceptable as far as the basic equation structure is concerned, but practical 
problems appeared when given creep data were fitted. 

For example, we have just seen that Kelvin chain models with the correct 
equation form for aging are incapable of representing divergent cre~p curves 
for different ages at loading, yet such creep curves are often observed in lests 
(13). Representation of such creep curves by Kelvin chains becomes possible 
only if the elastic models E ... are allowed to be negative for short periods of 
time (6,9). 
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The Maxwell chain. characterized by first-order differential equations for 
internal variables have a thermodynamically acceptable form and, moreover. 
given test data can be fitted well while keeping Eo. and "I" positive (7,8). However, 
a different difficulty is encountered with these models: the available algorithm 
for identifying Eo. (I) from given test data often gives E" (I) histories which 
exhibit decreasing E" (/) for some limited periods of time (1,8). This is contrary 
to the assumption of aging. When this is disallowed, it seems that the typical 
long-time test data cannot be fitted closely (7,8). The problem does not arise, 
however. for creep data of not too broad time range. 

To sum up, we have one kind of models which are fundamentally unacceptable 
as far as the equation form goes. These models should clearly be avoided then 
we have other kinds of models that give the correct equation form and are. 
therefore. acceptable. They can also be made to fit creep data of not too broad 
time range: bUI we cannot fit with them the available long time creep data 
satisfactorily without allowing inadmissible numerical values for material parame
ters. Presently, no completely satisfactory linear rate-type creep law (rheologic 
model) for long-time concrete data is known, and further research is needed. 

Perhaps it would be useful to consider models with a more complex coupling 
of aging springs and dashpots than we have in Kelvin and Maxwell chains. 
In view of the lesser generality of aging Kelvin chain models, it would be 
for example, of interest to find a series coupling (strain summation) model 
which would permit divergent creep curves. A series coupling of the three-element 
standard solid models may provide a suitable model, and it may be easily checked 
on the basis of Eq. 43 that this model would allow non monotonic recovery 
(13). Our postulate 81 (Eq. 21) does not apply to such a model, illustrating 
that in aging viscoelasticity the equivalence of all rheologic models to either 
Maxwell or Kelvin chains (26) does not hold and that one may expect a richer 
class of responses when using a series of standard solids. 

It may be, however, necessary to turn the nonlinear generations in order 
to fit long-term creep data in a theoretically satisfactory manner. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Thermodynamics of age-dependent viscoelastic materials can be approached 
only if a time-constant constituent of variable concentration (volume) is identified 
(cement gel) and the age-dependence is regarded as a consequence of volume 
growth of this constituent in the pores, and of gradual bonding in the microstruc
ture. 

Thermodynamic restrictions for rate-type creep laws modeled by age-dependent 
spring-dashpot models are formulated. The dissipation inequality must be applied 
both to the viscous dissipation modeled by the dashpots and to the chemical 
dissipation of elastic energy stored in the springs. This indicates that for elastic 
phenomena in solidifying materials (hydrating or aging concrete) a linear relation 
exists between stress and strain rates, while for melting or desolidifying materials 
(dehydrating concrete) a linear relationship exists between the stresses and strains 
(Eqs. 40, b). This fact is basic to tbe present analysis. 

The thermodynamic potentials may be considered either as Helmholtz free 
energy F, in which case the internal variables are the hidden stresses, or as 
complementary free energy n, in which case the internal variables are the hidden 
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strains. For a solidifying material, none of these potentials can be expressed 
as a quadratic form in stress or strain and the internal variables; rather they 
must be expressed in the form of a time integral, in Which the integrand may 
consist of quadratic term differentials with age-dependent coefficients. 

The quadratic algebraic form for n that has been used before is applicable, 
in case of age-dependence, only to melting materials, but not to aging concrete. 
The previously used exponential (Dirichlet) series representation of the memory 
function for the impulse formulation of creep is found to be inadmissible for 
aging concrete and to apply only for melting materials. The previously used 
first-order differential evolution equations for the inelastic strains (partials strains 
of Kelvin chain) are found to be also inadmissible for solidifying materials 
and apply only for melting materials; these evolution equations must be of 
second order for solidifying materials. 

The known linear constitutive relations that are of a thermodynamically 
admissible form can, however, fit only creep data of not too broad time range 
and fail to give close fits of long-time creep test data for aging concrete, unless 
the thermodynamic restrictions on positiveness and nondecreasing variation of 
elastic moduli are partially relaxed. From the thermodynamic viewpoint, no 
entirely satisfactory rate-type creep law that would fit the available long-time 
data well is known. 

Whether nonmonotonic creep recovery and divergence of the creep curves 
for different ages at loading is thermodynamically admissible is also investigated. 
It is, but it can only be represented by Maxwell chain. Since these phenomena 
are characteristic of test data, the use of a Kelvin chain model (or hidden 
strains as internal variables) introduces an unjustified limitation. 

Various properties of the relaxation function of aging materials are also 
determined from the basic thermodynamic restrictions. 
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ABSTRACT: Investigated are thermodynamic restrictions on rate-type creep laws .for 
porous materials which slowly solidify while carrying load (aging of concrete. I.e., 
,radual filling of pores in concrete by hydration products) or slowly melt (gradual 
dehydration of concrete at high temperature). Thermodynamic potentials (Helmholtz 
free energy and complementary or Gibbs free energy) are determined. The chemical 
dissipation of elastic energy is calculated and the con~ition of its positiveness .is 
proposed; this requires that elastic relations be introduced m t~rms of str~s and st~am 
rates for solidifying materials and in terms of stresses and strams for. meltll~g mat~n.als. 
Some creep laws used in practice are found to have thermodynamically madmlsslble 
form. Creep laws of thermodynamically correct form are shown. The known forms of 
such laws often cannot, however, lit available long-time creep test data for concrete 
very well, unless some material parameters or rates. are ~llowed to have 
thermodynamically inadmissible negative values for shon penods of time. 
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